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Download ->>> http://bit.ly/2JXyFgb

About This Game

8BitMMO is a retro-style 2D massively multiplayer game! It's a giant construction sandbox -- you can build a home or a castle
in a persistent streaming world. Found and manage your own city. Fight evil LawyerCats and engage in Player vs Player battle.

Features

100% Player Built World - The entire world is built by players. Build your own house, town, voxelart, or dungeon. The world
is massive -- there's plenty of space to build in, and it streams in as you explore (no load screens).

Be the Mayor - Start your own town and invite your friends. You'll have an array of management tools for overseeing your
town.
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Interactive Development - The entire game only has one full-time developer, and development is still ongoing. You can submit
and vote on ideas -- many of the top voted ideas have been implemented into the game. Free updates with new content and

features are frequently released.

Anti-Griefing Systems - Several systems protect players from griefing.

Free To Play - No purchase necessary to have fun. Support the developer and buy a fancy hat... or don't. (Premium items give
NO competitive advantage)

Customize your Character - Wear hats, clothing, accessories, change your skin color

Become a Zombie - Want to be a zombie? You can! But you'll need a steady supply of delicious brains from other players.
Don't worry, after you eat their brain, they'll be zombies too!

Fight Nefarious Enemies - Congressional Lobbyist Slugs, LawyerCats, and Hipsters oh my.

MegaMap - The world is huge, so the MegaMap interface (based on Google Maps API) is a handy way to browse the world and
share your creations with friends.

Music - Enjoy chiptune from legendary artists Danimal Cannon, Zef, PROTODOME, and Honin Myo Audio.

Introducing the Steam Founder's Packs

Please consider supporting development by optionally purchasing a Steam Founder's Pack. You will receive a variety of
benefits:
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After you have purchased a Steam Founder's pack, please restart the game launcher for the game to detect the purchase.
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Title: 8BitMMO
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Archive Entertainment
Publisher:
Archive Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics is fine, or really any wire & tin foil you can cobble together that looks like a GPU.

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: If you don't have one, just make beep & boop noises with your mouth when appropriate.

Additional Notes: You can probably get this to run on a toaster.

English,German,Japanese
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Good movement. Well balanced enemies. Good challenge build skill.. This review was written in English and Russian in
purpose to save your money and time.

I have mixed feelings about Planet RIX-13, it\u2019s neither a great game nor a bad one. I\u2019d like to give this game a
\u201cneutral\u201d rating but Steam doesn\u2019t allow me to do it.
So I decided to \u00abthumb up\u00bb the game because I hope the developer would polish his game.

Planet RIX-13 pretends to be so called \u201cold school pixel graphic point-n-click adventure\u201d

There\u2019re few puzzles in the game and they are rather simple so you don\u2019t need to look for the game\u2019s
walkthrough.

The plot is a typical story about solving mysteries after the crash-landing on an alien planet abandon by humans. Planet RIX-13 is
an extremely simple point-and-click adventure game.
Sadly, the game doesn\u2019t really have much to say in the end, though it lasts less than an hour. It is basically a short story in
game form, being almost purely linear in nature (you have an alternative ending here).

Graphically, it's exactly as presented at the screenshots.
I don\u2019t like pixel graphics but even for me the game\u2019s graphics is pretty nice.

There\u2019s no music in the game at all and the developer used only three sounds in the game.

Nevertheless somehow the game gave me a sensation of the sci-fi atmosphere while I was playing it.

Summary: I guess if you're a die-hard fan of the 1990s adventures and wish we were back there again, this would completely be
the game for you.
But even in this case you\u2019d better buy it on sale because it\u2019s too short.
Really it looks like a demo-version and you can\u2019t expect more than an hour of gameplay.

By the way if you\u2019re an achievement hunter Planet RIX-13 could be the next ideal game in your Steam profile.

______________________________________________________________

\u0423 \u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f \u0441\u043c\u0435\u0448\u0430\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0435
\u0447\u0443\u0432\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0430 \u0432 \u043e\u0442\u043d\u043e\u0448\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0438
\u041f\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0435\u0442\u044b \u0420\u0418\u041a\u0421-13: \u044d\u0442\u043e \u0438
\u043d\u0435 \u043e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f, \u0438 \u043d\u0435
\u043f\u043b\u043e\u0445\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430.
\u0425\u043e\u0442\u0435\u043b\u043e\u0441\u044c \u0431\u044b \u0434\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435 \u00ab\u043d\u0435\u0439\u0442\u0440\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u044b\u0439\u00bb
\u0440\u0435\u0439\u0442\u0438\u043d\u0433, \u043d\u043e \u0421\u0442\u0438\u043c \u043d\u0435
\u043f\u043e\u0437\u0432\u043e\u043b\u044f\u0435\u0442 \u044d\u0442\u043e\u0433\u043e.
\u0422\u0430\u043a \u0447\u0442\u043e \u044f \u0440\u0435\u0448\u0438\u043b
\u00ab\u043f\u043e\u0434\u043d\u044f\u0442\u044c \u043f\u0430\u043b\u0435\u0446
\u0432\u0432\u0435\u0440\u0445\u00bb \u044d\u0442\u043e\u0439 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435,
\u043f\u043e\u0442\u043e\u043c\u0443 \u0447\u0442\u043e \u043d\u0430\u0434\u0435\u044e\u0441\u044c
\u043d\u0430 \u0442\u043e, \u0447\u0442\u043e
\u0440\u0430\u0437\u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0447\u0438\u043a
\u043e\u0442\u0448\u043b\u0438\u0444\u0443\u0435\u0442 \u0441\u0432\u043e\u044e \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443.

\u041f\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0435\u0442\u0430 \u0420\u0418\u041a\u0421-13
\u0434\u0435\u043b\u0430\u0435\u0442 \u0432\u0438\u0434, \u0447\u0442\u043e \u043e\u043d\u0430 \u2013
\u0442\u0430\u043a \u043d\u0430\u0437\u044b\u0432\u0430\u0435\u043c\u0430\u044f
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\u00ab\u043f\u0438\u043a\u0441\u0435\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043b\u044e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0441\u0442\u0430\u0440\u043e\u0439 \u0448\u043a\u043e\u043b\u044b\u00bb.

\u0412 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435 \u0435\u0441\u0442\u044c \u043d\u0435\u043c\u043d\u043e\u0433\u043e
\u0437\u0430\u0433\u0430\u0434\u043e\u043a \u0438 \u043e\u043d\u0438
\u0434\u043e\u0432\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043d\u043e \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u044b, \u0442\u0430\u043a
\u0447\u0442\u043e \u0432\u0430\u043c \u043d\u0435 \u043d\u0443\u0436\u043d\u043e
\u0431\u0443\u0434\u0435\u0442 \u0438\u0441\u043a\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0436\u0434\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435 \u044d\u0442\u043e\u0439
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b.

\u0421\u044e\u0436\u0435\u0442 \u2013 \u044d\u0442\u043e \u043e\u0431\u044b\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044f \u043e \u0440\u0435\u0448\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0438
\u0442\u0430\u0439\u043d \u043f\u043e\u0441\u043b\u0435
\u0430\u0432\u0430\u0440\u0438\u0439\u043d\u043e\u0439 \u043f\u043e\u0441\u0430\u0434\u043a\u0438
\u043d\u0430 \u0447\u0443\u0436\u043e\u0439 \u043f\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0435\u0442\u0435,
\u0437\u0430\u0431\u0440\u043e\u0448\u0435\u043d\u043d\u043e\u0439 \u043b\u044e\u0434\u044c\u043c\u0438.
\u041f\u043b\u0430\u043d\u0435\u0442\u0430 \u0420\u0418\u041a\u0421-13 \u2013
\u0447\u0440\u0435\u0437\u0432\u044b\u0447\u0430\u0439\u043d\u043e
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0430\u044f
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043b\u044e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430.
\u041a \u0441\u043e\u0436\u0430\u043b\u0435\u043d\u0438\u044e, \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043d\u0435\u043c\u043d\u043e\u0433\u043e\u0435 \u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442
\u043f\u043e\u0432\u0435\u0434\u0430\u0442\u044c \u0432 \u043a\u043e\u043d\u0446\u0435,
\u0445\u043e\u0442\u044f \u0435\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0434\u043e\u043b\u0436\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u044c\u043d\u043e\u0441\u0442\u044c
\u2013 \u043c\u0435\u043d\u044c\u0448\u0435 \u0447\u0430\u0441\u0430. \u042d\u0442\u043e \u0432
\u043e\u0441\u043d\u043e\u0432\u043d\u043e\u043c \u043a\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0442\u043a\u0438\u0439
\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0441\u043a\u0430\u0437 \u0432 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0432\u043e\u0439
\u0444\u043e\u0440\u043c\u0435, \u043f\u043e\u0447\u0442\u0438
\u043b\u0438\u043d\u0435\u0439\u043d\u044b\u0439 \u043f\u043e \u0441\u0432\u043e\u0435\u0439
\u0441\u0443\u0442\u0438 (\u0443 \u0432\u0430\u0441 \u0437\u0434\u0435\u0441\u044c
\u0435\u0441\u0442\u044c
\u0430\u043b\u044c\u0442\u0435\u0440\u043d\u0430\u0442\u0438\u0432\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u043a\u043e\u043d\u0446\u043e\u0432\u043a\u0430).

\u0413\u0440\u0430\u0444\u0438\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u0438 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u0432\u044b\u0433\u043b\u044f\u0434\u0438\u0442 \u0442\u043e\u0447\u043d\u043e \u0442\u0430\u043a,
\u043a\u0430\u043a \u043f\u0440\u0435\u0434\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0432\u043b\u0435\u043d\u043e \u043d\u0430
\u0441\u043a\u0440\u0438\u043d\u0448\u043e\u0442\u0430\u0445.
\u041c\u043d\u0435 \u043d\u0435 \u043d\u0440\u0430\u0432\u0438\u0442\u0441\u044f
\u043f\u0438\u043a\u0441\u0435\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0433\u0440\u0430\u0444\u0438\u043a\u0430,
\u043d\u043e \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435 \u043c\u043d\u0435 \u0433\u0440\u0430\u0444\u0438\u043a\u0430
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b \u043f\u043e\u043a\u0430\u0437\u0430\u043b\u0430\u0441\u044c
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u043e\u0439.

\u041c\u0443\u0437\u044b\u043a\u0438 \u0432 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435 \u043d\u0435\u0442
(\u0441\u043e\u0432\u0441\u0435\u043c) \u0438
\u0440\u0430\u0437\u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0447\u0438\u043a
\u0438\u0441\u043f\u043e\u043b\u044c\u0437\u043e\u0432\u0430\u043b \u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e
\u0442\u0440\u0438 \u0437\u0432\u0443\u043a\u0430 \u0432 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0435.

\u0422\u0435\u043c \u043d\u0435 \u043c\u0435\u043d\u0435\u0435, \u0432\u043e
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\u0432\u0440\u0435\u043c\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b \u044f
\u043a\u0430\u043a\u0438\u043c-\u0442\u043e \u043e\u0431\u0440\u0430\u0437\u043e\u043c
\u043e\u0449\u0443\u0449\u0430\u043b \u043d\u0430\u0443\u0447\u043d\u043e-\u0444\u0430\u043d\u0442\u0430
\u0441\u0442\u0438\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u0443\u044e
\u0430\u0442\u043c\u043e\u0441\u0444\u0435\u0440\u0443 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b.

\u0420\u0435\u0437\u044e\u043c\u0435: \u041f\u0440\u0435\u0434\u043f\u043e\u043b\u0430\u0433\u0430\u044e,
\u0447\u0442\u043e \u0435\u0441\u043b\u0438 \u0432\u044b
\u0443\u0431\u0435\u0436\u0434\u0435\u043d\u043d\u044b\u0439
\u043f\u043e\u043a\u043b\u043e\u043d\u043d\u0438\u043a
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043b\u044e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u0447\u0435\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0445
\u0438\u0433\u0440 1990-\u0445 \u0433\u043e\u0434\u043e\u0432 \u0438 \u0445\u043e\u0442\u0438\u0442\u0435,
\u0447\u0442\u043e\u0431\u044b \u043c\u044b \u0441\u043d\u043e\u0432\u0430
\u043e\u043a\u0430\u0437\u0430\u043b\u0438\u0441\u044c \u0442\u0430\u043c, \u0442\u043e
\u044d\u0442\u0430 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u2013 \u0434\u043b\u044f \u0432\u0430\u0441.
\u041d\u043e \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435 \u0432 \u044d\u0442\u043e\u043c
\u0441\u043b\u0443\u0447\u0430\u0435 \u0432\u0430\u043c \u043b\u0443\u0447\u0448\u0435
\u043a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u0442\u044c \u0435\u0435 \u0441\u043e
\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0434\u043a\u043e\u0439, \u0442.\u043a. \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u2013
\u0441\u043b\u0438\u0448\u043a\u043e\u043c \u043a\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0442\u043a\u0430.
\u041d\u0430 \u0441\u0430\u043c\u043e\u043c \u0434\u0435\u043b\u0435 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u043f\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0436\u0430 \u043d\u0430
\u0434\u0435\u043c\u043e-\u0432\u0435\u0440\u0441\u0438\u044e, \u0442\u0430\u043a \u0447\u0442\u043e
\u043d\u0435 \u043e\u0436\u0438\u0434\u0430\u0439\u0442\u0435 \u0431\u043e\u043b\u0435\u0435
\u0447\u0430\u0441\u0430 \u0433\u0435\u0439\u043c\u043f\u043b\u0435\u044f.

\u041a\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0442\u0438, \u0435\u0441\u043b\u0438 \u0432\u044b
\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0442\u043d\u0438\u043a \u0437\u0430
\u0434\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0438\u0436\u0435\u043d\u0438\u044f\u043c\u0438, \u0442\u043e Planet RIX-13
\u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442 \u0441\u0442\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u0441\u043b\u0435\u0434\u0443\u044e\u0449\u0435\u0439
\u0438\u0434\u0435\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u043e\u0439 \u0438\u0433\u0. Why the hell did you decide to destroy the
game by updating it making it nearly impossible to join servers AND making resolutions f*ck up everything on my desktop and with
OBS? That seems kinda silly. I'd like you to redeem yourselves and hopefully within a couple of days rather than 6 months as
usual. Thanks.. No Options To click on and cant change it from german!!! very poor would like a refund. Great ending to one of
the best Choice of Games series out there. The challenges you face in the game are fresh, unique, and creative. The choices you
make, from the beginning of the first book to this last one all significantly affect the final outcome. It has some surprising twists
and tense moments. Herofall also gives the whole trilogy huge replay value because of all of the possible endings.

My only complaint is that some of the relationship scenes seem forced, which is minimal compared to everything else Herofall does
right. If you're a fan of Choice of Games, have played any of the previous games in the trilogy, or are just looking for a good
eBook type game, definitely pick this up.. Prince of Persia in a steampunk wild west version...or so I wished. It's sad cause it
actually has amazing level design but it's gameplay is unbelievably bad, along with some below mediocre graphics.. Not much to this
one. It's a search the environment for the next thing to click on sort of 'puzzle' game. Graphics aren't much to speak of, no real story
(at least not in the first half-hour), and the soundtrack is repetitive. I say skip it.. Nice little game! You control your movement with
only one button (trigger on Vive) that lets you walk forward to the next lane \/ pedestrian walkway. You can look around and
judge the speed of incoming traffic but once you're on the road there is no turning back! On big roads with multiple lanes this can
be really adrenalin pumping! Fortunately the trigger does not only let you walk to the next lane but also allows you to start running
(when holding it pressed), so you accellerate and cross the lanes faster. Really a fun game!
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This game brought me back to 90's. I liked the game a lot.
I got good wibes when passing some challenging levels. Feels good.
Musics fits really great to this awesome pixel art, also character movement and robot hand handling feels so polished.
I really love the level design on this game and some of the mechanics are absolutely insane.

Definetely looking forward what the creator design next.. I deleted my first review and thought, ok I will give the second part a
chance.

Still have the same feeling the developer does not know how to make an adventure game. The choice of game engine is terrible,
on a good rig it still loads like many seconds, eg try to save the game and go make a coffee. Characte modeling is terrible and
feels clunky.

Gameplay is simple left\/right mouse click, that's ok. But implementing two character model into this game is nonsence, because
there is no need for that and could have been done automatically. Oh and yes, there's dissapearing inventory screen bug, that dev
says has been resolved - it's not.

So we come to the story. Every adventure game must have a good story, other shortcomings don't mean much when you have a
good story. This game does not have a great story, it feels rushed and just does not have any vibe. Some religious nonsense -
Vatican is funneling money. Yeah right really interesting.

Characters are poorly written and I don't even remember protagonist names atm I am writing this.
Ok the scenery should be in Rome. There's no feeling, not a slight touch even that the player is in Rome - artists don't have no
impression of Rome or have just been rushed by the production again. It's almost like put Super Mario there and BANG
where're in Italy : )

This game is not worth the money and I don't recommend it.. Discovering rules and soving puzzles was fun. Trying to see
anything on the screen during daylight was not. Gloomy linuxoidCyberpunk-ish style was meh.

Overall it's quite enjoyable, though I wish the game did not put its chosen style over user's convenience to such extent.. Very)
short and sweet! ��. Just finished the tutorial and... Wow! this game!.. It has got the best of every 4x game I've played till now.

So what should you expect?...
...Expect a Space Empires game (a turn based 4x) minus warp holes for inter-system travel, with RTS elements of Homeworld
on a game engine like a AI War: Fleet Command. Oh! Forgot to mention, Star Wolves like pirate raids. :))

Verdict:
It is a close to perfect 4x RTS game which doesn't need a hefty system specifications to run on with guaranteed tonnes of hours
of gameplay. The reason I called it "Close to perfect 4x RTS game" is because I havn't played long enough to be able to
comment on AI. But I'm optimist it won't disappoint.

Rating:
For now, 10/10 for game design and controls... Will update this review after playing a couple of hours with AI.

Update: AI
Now since I've played close to 19 hours, I guess I pretty much understand how the AI's behave.
Initially I thought AI to be easy, but couple of minutes later, game proved me wrong.

Unlike other games, where AI's target you when you are supirior to them or become a threat, in this game, they will ensure that
your race is wipped off the galaxy if your race is inferior to them. If you however are superior, they are likely to give you
resources and research points to stay your ally. I'm not saying they won't attack you if you are superior (i.e. leading in number of
ships, research, star systems inhabited and economy), but that in my experience will only happen if there are no more planets to
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colonize.

AI's can also become annoying at times with constant treaty requests. While most of the AI's rely on medium ship sizes (usually
10x-50x), some will build gigantic ships (like 100x or larger) couple of minutes in the game. So I suggest you to try to build
some for yourself.

Also, build a huge number of ship so that you have enough reserves for ones you might lose in battle. As if your fleet size is
minimized, most of the AI's will turn their backs on you and believe me, thats disasterous!!. I can absolutely recommend this
game. I agree in a way with the sluggish controls many reviewers describe but they rarely keep me from really enjoying this
game. They just become part of the challenge and I feel you can master them without being too irritated about it. The pure fun
and enjoyment of simple but groovy gameplay is all worth it though and the puzzles do progress the further you go. I've been
playing this game with my projector on a 100 inch scale and the visuals and detail in the art are mind-blowing. At times it's like
an lsd-trip.

This game was completely worth it for me.
 If you're not sure, just get it in a sale, you won't regret it.. With some work, i see this game on top
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